








Owner
Sticky Note
no Act 250 review over federal activities

Owner
Sticky Note
Militia clause vests in federal government arming and prescribing training





Owner
Sticky Note
USAF and not VTANG that is bedding down the F-35

Owner
Sticky Note
noise is expressly preempted 

Owner
Sticky Note
Runways not changed just type of plane and no prior Act 250 permit addressed type of plane



Owner
Sticky Note
City requested jurisdictional opinion, too





Owner
Sticky Note
available for use is one thing. Basing is another.

Owner
Sticky Note
key question is whether beddown is for state purposes





Owner
Sticky Note
consistently partially quotes the militia clause leaving out the part about "reserving to the States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of training the Militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress."



Owner
Sticky Note
State purpose is to conform to the constitutional requirement that reserved to the states is the authority to train the militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress. Thus, there is an express constitutionally provided state purpose. Ther There cannot 





Owner
Sticky Note
"used by the state" for performing its constitutionally mandated job reserved to the states to appoint the officers and train the militia.



Owner
Sticky Note
literal purpose instead of actual use

Owner
Sticky Note
might be a good argument if it was the Air Force rather than a state agency operating the planes

Owner
Sticky Note
admits that the land is used by the state agency, the VTANG. 



Owner
Sticky Note
As if the state itself and the state agency are a robot controlled by the federal government

Owner
Sticky Note
only Act 250 impact is noise and that is expressly pre-empted 





Owner
Sticky Note
not development because no state purpose, just a federal purpose

Owner
Sticky Note
arguments cannot be raised for the first time on apeal









Owner
Sticky Note
state is doing regulation and state is not proprietor so municipal owner exception to preemption does not apply



Owner
Sticky Note
city said no act 250 regulation of type of aircraft used on runways





Owner
Sticky Note
now he goes further with the role of the federal government to train the militia even though the constitution reserves that to the states

Owner
Sticky Note
Congress, not the executive branch has the authority provided in the militia clause














